Replacing a broken tiller – Megabyte
(Notes prepared by Leszek Vincent, 2019 – MB Class Secretary)
The tiller of older Megabytes appears prone to breaking at the bend-point, before the
insertion into the rudder head. See the image comparing the original tiller tube vs. the
replacement (manufactured by Allen Performance Hardware and sold by Zim Sailing).
Note the difference in wall thickness of the tube (Figure 1). The replacement tiller tube is
pre-bent at the rudder head end (Figure 3).

Figure 1 Comparison of tiller tubes (left=broken) vs. new tiller tube (right) (Zim Sailing part#:
Allen: AB 1037-1).

Figure 2

Break in original tiller tube.

Figure 3 Comparison of tiller tubes (rudder head end). Arrow indicates break-point in original
tiller. Stub to left of break-point is slightly curved and was sawn off the tiller tube that remained in
the rudder head to facilitate cutting the length of broken-off tiller tube inside the rudder head
(top=broken tiller; bottom=new tiller)
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Removing the piece of broken off tiller from the rudder head is quite a challenge but is
definitely doable, with patience and perseverance. Here’s a step-by-step sequence of
the process that was used to replace a snapped off tiller.
1. Tools needed: drill and drill bit to remove pop rivet(s); heat source (e.g. butane
torch); hacksaw blade in holder that allows blade to project beyond the handle (a
mole grip tool could be used as a substitute); Vernier gauge; Dremel tool with
extension cable; Dremel - course drum of sand paper; small chisel punch;
hammer; pliers; clamp(s)/vice to secure rudder head to work surface;
medium/coarse metal file with curved (convex) surface; 2-part epoxy mix
(quickset).
2. Note that the tiller tube is glued into the rudder head with a very strong adhesive
compound!
3. Drill out the pop rivet that secures the tiller in the rudder head (search YouTube
for videos on this simple process).
4. The piece of tiller in the rudder head will likely have an inner tube (probably to
help strengthen the tiller at the point of insertion in the rudder head. This tube fits
snuggly inside the tiller tube itself.
5. Should the tiller stub have a curve at the broken end, cut that off with a hacksaw.
6. To create space for the tiller tube and inserted short tube to expand (during
heating) and to help to extract the inner tube and the tiller tube (by ‘brute force’),
use the extended end of a hacksaw blade (secured in an appropriate handle) to
cut through the entire length of the tubes in the rudder head. Two such cuts were
made – 180 degrees apart. This is a slow process. Ensure that the hacksaw
blade is held such that it cuts on the back stroke. There is a gap between the end
of the tiller tube and the inner end (bottom) of the tube in the rudder head into
which the tiller is inserted (this gap is for the rudder pin to move through). This
gap provides some space for the sawblade to be moved to cut the tiller tubing.
Note that cutting the tubes twice might be excessive. Consider cutting the tubes
through just on one side – that may be all that’s needed to give enough room for
the extraction process to be successful.
7. Be careful to only cut through the tiller tubing and not beyond the tubing into the
tiller head itself. Keep the hacksaw blade parallel to the surface of the tiller tubing
during the cutting process. You’ll likely feel a change in the cutting texture as you
approach the outer surface of the tiller tube material. Work slowly/carefully to
avoid cutting into the wall of the tube hole in the rudder head.
8. After completing the 2 cuts of the tiller tubing the next step is use heat
(blowtorch) to carefully heat the tiller tubing and the associated adhesive, via
applying the heat to the inside surface of the tiller tubing (now having 2 cuts
down their entire lengths (or close to that). Note that it’s likely not essential that
the cuts extend the full length of the tiller tubing.
9. During the heating process the adhesive between the tiller tubing and the rudder
head will likely smolder (consider doing this work in a well-ventilated location). No
need to overheat. It’s a trial-and-error process to degrade the adhesive that was
used to secure the end of the tiller in the rudder head, without damaging the
aluminum rudder head.
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Figure 4
The two halves of
the sawn-through inner tube. The
corner of one half-tube section was
purposefully bent to facilitate the
dislodging and extraction process.

10. The challenge of removing the 2 halves of the stub of the tiller tube from the
rudder head starts by using the chisel punch and hammer to force the cut
corners of the inner tube towards the center of the tube. Then use pliers to
further roll the cut halves of the tube towards the center of the tube. All being
well, the inner tube halves will separate from the outer tubing and can be pulled
out with pliers (Figure 4).
11. Use the chisel punch and hammer to push the wall of the remaining tiller tube
towards the center of the tube. Again, start at the corners of the cut so as to get
the loosening tube to roll/curl towards the center of the tube in the rudder head
(Figure 5 - Figure 7).
12. As you roll each half of the cut tiller tube, an old flat-bladed screwdriver can be
used to attempt to separate the tube from the rudder head (Figure 5). Pliers can
be used to pull hard on the curled piece of tubing, the goal being to see if it can
be pulled out. Trial and error (& patience) is needed. Carefully heat the material if
the boundary of adhesion appears to need further degrading.

Figure 5 Tiller tube being dislodged from rudder
head via use of old screwdriver (after heating
process).
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Figure 6 View of end of tiller tube
dislodged from rudder head. Old
adhesive attached to end of tube.

Figure 7 Stub of end of tiller tube extracted from rudder head (after the removal of the inner supporting
tube (Figure 4)). Arrow indicates transition from inserted end of tiller tube in rudder head (left of arrow)
and stub of broken end of tiller that protrudes from rudder head.

13. Once all of the tiller tubing has been removed from the rudder head (Figure 8),
there may be more work ahead! Why? Because the outer diameter of the new
tiller may exceed the diameter of the tube hole in the rudder head. When the tube
hole in the rudder head was measured (using a Vernier gauge) it was discovered
that the diameter of the tube hole was approximately 0.5 mm smaller than the
outside diameter of the insertion end of the new tiller. Should you make a similar
determination, the tube hole in the rudder head will need to be reamed out using
the Dremel tool and the curved surface of the coarse file.
14. A coarse grit drum on the Dremel tool (using the extension cable) is used to
clean out the tube hole in the rudder head – by removing the remaining adhesive
material. Once that clean-up job is done, the reaming work needs to continue. It’s
important that you rotate the coarse grit drum as evenly as possible around the
inner surface of the tube hole. This will help to ensure that the removal of
aluminum is relatively even around the circumference of the tube hole and
throughout the length of the tube hole. You should test the progress of the
reaming by testing the fit of the new tiller. The replacement Allen tiller is
anodized. The black surface of the anodized tiller can be used as a marker of
‘high points’ on the surface of the tube hole in the rudder head.
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Figure 8 Tube of rudder head after extracting the broken off end
of tiller tubing.

Figure 9 Reamed out tube of
rudder head for the new Allen
tiller.

15. You can use one of the removed pieces of tiller tube (not the inner tube) to mark
the depth to which the new tiller needs to be inserted in the rudder head (use a
pencil). Note that the end of the new tiller must stop just before it reaches the
region in the rudder head through which the rudder pin travels.
16. The file with the convex (curved) surface should be used to smooth out the
reaming of the tube hole in the rudder head. If you tilt the rudder head up while
you’re doing the reaming, most of the filings will flow out of the work area via one
of the holes that traverse through the tube for the tiller in the rudder head (these
are the holes for the rudder pin).
17. Stop frequently and check the progress of the reaming. Note that you’ve reached
the point of completing the needed reaming (Figure 9), when you can get the
tiller end into the tube hole in the rudder head, down to the marked depth on the
tiller, even with some difficulty (due to the friction of the rough reamed surface) –
by this stage you may not have the benefit of anodized material being left behind
because of much of it being worn off from the tiller end via previous testing.
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18. Once you’ve achieved the desired position of the new tiller, check that the
position of the tiller is such that the angled shape of the tiller is rotated so that it is
in the vertical plane (parallel to the vertical plane of the rudder head). At this point
the base to which the tiller extension will be connected, should be horizontal
relative to the vertical plane of the rudder head. Once the correct rotation of the
tiller has been found, use a center punch to mark the hole to be drilled through
the tiller, via the hole in the reamed-out tube of the rudder head. This hole will be
used to pop rivet the tiller into the rudder head.
19. Pulling the tiller out of the rudder head, after such a test can be a challenge, but
rotating the tiller tube in the rudder head, while also pulling it out of the rudder
head, should result in successful withdrawal (note that the 2-park epoxy mix will
act as a lubricant when you do the final installation).
20. Once you are satisfied with the status of the fit of the tiller in the rudder head, the
next item to check is whether you may need to transfer the base at the other end
of the tiller, to which the tiller extension will be attached. The base on the new
Allen tiller did not match the connector on my Ronstan tiller extension. It was
decided to transfer my original base on the broken tiller (Figure 10) to the new
tiller (Figure 11). The placement and size of the holes in the new tiller matched
those of the Ronstan base, 100% - check your situation. The original base was
removed from the broken tiller (carefully drilled out the pop rivets using an
appropriately sized drill bit). The original base being transferred to the Allen tiller
had to be pop rivetted to the new tiller because the bolts with lock nuts that
secured the new base on the new tiller, were not countersunk enough on the old
base, preventing the tiller extension from being securely clipped onto the base,
via the ‘locking’ cover. Note: To remove the tiller extension base from the Allen
tiller you will need a ring spanner, or similar, to hold the lock nuts while
unscrewing the bolts. You gain access to the nuts of the new tiller extension base
by removing the plastic plug at the end of the new tiller. An alternative solution
regarding the tiller extension mismatch with the tiller connection base is to
purchase a new tiller extension which matches the tiller extension base on the
new Allen Performance Hardware tiller.

Figure 10 Point of attachment on broken
tiller for the tiller extension.

Figure 11 Point of attachment for tiller extension
attached to new Allen tiller. Pop rivets (rather
than the bolts used to secure the attachment
component on the Allen tiller) were used to
secure the original tiller extension attachment
point to the tiller.
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21. The repair is nearly complete: The volume of 2-part epoxy needed is difficult to
approximate but aim at a healthy blob (size of a USA quarter ~2 cm diameter) of
each component of the 2-component epoxy mix. After thoroughly mixing the
epoxy, use an applicator (e.g. flat wooden lollipop stick) to apply some mixed
epoxy to the inside of the tube hole in the rudder head. Also coat the end of the
tiller up to the depth mark you made on the new tiller. Then slide the tiller into the
tube hole in the rudder head, being careful to line up the hole in the tiller (for the
pop rivet) with the hole in the rudder head. Be careful to avoid getting epoxy glue
on your fingers (accidentally spreading it on the new tiller and rudder head will
spoil the finish of those components).
22. Insert and secure the pre-selected pop rivet into the tiller via the hole in the
rudder head (Figure 12, Figure 13).

Figure 13 Side view of newly inserted tiller
tube in rudder head.

Figure 12 A pop rivet is used to secure the
newly inserted and epoxy-glued tiller tube in
rudder head.

23. Scrape off any excess epoxy that will likely have oozed out between the tiller
tuber and the hole in the rudder head, during the insertion of the new tiller into
the rudder head.
24. Place the repaired rudder head, with the newly inserted tiller, in a suitable
environment (warm) for the epoxy to cure well and breathe a sigh of relief over a
job well-done! The insertion point can be sprayed with matt black paint if desired.
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